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and the end can hardly .mean here " a space between joints ", as in
Redhouse, Turk. Eng. Lex., p. 216. Moreover, the collocation alif-lam
may have some unexplained significance. The Hurufis attribute
much mystical meaning to the letters lam and alif (C. Huart, Textes
Houroufis, p. 2 f. But the mystical meaning, if any, of alif-lam may
be different. The second chapter of the Quran is not called Idm-alif
as Brown states on p. 113, and no chapter is prefaced by the letters
L.A. or A.L., though in Moslem magic Idm-alif represents the planet
Venus. Any information on these words and on the exact significance
of the alif-ldm-ed or -end would be welcome. It may be noted that
the lam not being reduplicated does not suggest any reference to the
name of Allah.

H. A. R.

SICCI AND TUNG CH'I-CH'ANQ
In an article entitled " Christian Art in China " contributed to

the Mitteilungen d. Seminars filr Orientalische Spraclien in 1910
Dr. Laufer reproduced six drawings of Christian subjects, the last of
which is signed Hsiian-tsai pi-shti. The Chinese characters are not
wholly legible in the reproduction, but they appear to be ^T ^ ¥ ?JE
" Brush-work of Hsiian-tsai". This was the literary name of
Tung Ch'i-ch'ang,1 a great scholar, art-collector, and calligraph, who
at the time Ricci was in Peking held the position of President of the
Board of Rites.

" In Chinese accounts regarding the career of Tung Ch'i-ch'ang,"
says Dr. Laufer, " nothing appears to be said as to his being influenced
or attracted by European subjects."

This, I think, is true ; but in Tung Ch'i-ch'ang's own works there
is a reference to Ricci and Christianity. This passage does not appear
to have been hitherto noticed by European writers. It will be found
in the Hua Ch'an Shih Sui Pi2 (ch. iv, f. 20 recto, Reprint of the Sao
Yeh Slian Fang, Shanghai). It runs as follows :—

" Tseng, the graduate, showed me his exposition of the western,
' Lord of Heaven ' religion. At the beginning he says that Li Ma-tou
(i.e. Matteo Ricci), when he had passed the age of 50, remarked,
' Now those fifty years have no existence.' This is like the Buddhist
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saying ' Each day that passes marks the obliteration of so much
destiny'. It is nothing but the doctrine of impermanence." This
proves that Tung Ch'i-ch'ang actually studied Christianity; but it
does not furnish any fresh evidence with regard to the album which
Dr. Laufer reproduces. It is so common to find the names of famous
men inscribed quite irresponsibly upon Chinese works of art that one
hesitates to accept the drawings as works of Tung till some further
evidence has been produced. The fact that Tung mentions
Christianity in one of his best-known works would make a dealer all
the more likely to affix his name to an album of Christian drawings.

I do not feel very confident that I have quite understood the
Chinese passage here quoted, and should be grateful for any suggestions.

ARTHUR WALEY.

THE EVERLASTING WRONG

In the following notes I wish to discuss a few points in Po Chii-i's
Ck'ang Hen Ko J | f& ĝ ;. I found when translating the poem
recently that I did not always agree with Professor Giles' version and
wish here to explain these differences.

Line 2. $p ^ . . . jf< means " he had sought throughout his
empire ", not " had sought . . . such a treasure for his palace ".

1. 15. 0 ^ j|t "They rose when the sun was high."
Professor Giles speaks of their nights being •' prolonged till dawn ",
which sounds very Spartan compared to the original.

1. 18. ^ 1J $t has a technical meaning (see Granet's Polygynie
Sororale, p. 39). To hui-yeh was to have a whole night of one's
husband's company allotted to one, a thing reserved for the principal
wife. Professor Giles : " Chosen for the. nightly carouse."

1. 21. J$f f̂  :$£ means, I would suggest, not " with fair girls to
wait upon her ", but " she delicately waited upon [the Emperor] at
night".

1. 24. There is nothing about " ill-omened glories ". This is an
allusion to a song popular at the time (vide the Mirror of History), in
which parents prayed for girls to be bom to them in order that their
fortunes might be raised as Yang Kuei-fei had raised those of the
Yang family. It was a kind of parody on the old song current in
the days when the Great Wall was being built. Then parents
" rejoiced no longer in the birth of sons ", because their sons were
taken from them and ground by forced labour.


